
ROUND 5 
T echnophobia 1 
Caltech Apathetic packet 

Toss-ups: 

1. Born in Cuba in 1888, he was said to be the greatest natural chess 
talent of all time. During the 8 years between 1916 and 1924, he did 
not lose a single game. During that time, he won the World 
Championship from Lasker, who had held the title for 27 years. For 
ten points, name this Grandmaster who reigned as Wo(jd Champion from 
1921 to 1927. 

ANSWER: Jose-Raul _CAPABLANCA_ 

2. His critics dubbed him the "pear", big in the mouth, but small in 
the brain, after his 1982 election. However, this 66 year-old head of 
the Christian Democratic Union recently surpassed Konrad Adenauer's 14 
years at his position and if he wins re-election in 1998, he will 
overtake Otto von Bismark. For ten points, name this curent 
Chancellor of Germany. 

ANSWER: Helmut _KOHL_ 

3. Mayor Willie Brown Tuesday called him an "embarrassment to 
humankind." Carmen Policy was shocked initially, but said that the 
comments were simply Brown's failed attempt at parody and humor. 
Brown was also probably not aware of the condition of this 4ger's 9 
month old son, who recently underwent surgery to alleviate pressure on 
his spinal column. For ten points, name the former University of 
Michigan QuarterBack who threw two crucial interceptions last Sunday 
v. Dallas in relief of Steve Young. 

ANSWER: Elvis _GRBAC_ [GER-bok] 

4. Educated in his native country and at Leeds, he founded two theater 
companies in his native country, the 1960 Masks and the Royal Court 
Theater, upon his return home. He wrote many plays, including the 
Lion and the Jewel, Kongi's Harvest; he has also written several 
volumes of poetry, including Poems from Prison and The Interpreters. 
For ten points, name this Nigerian who won the 1986 Nobel Literature 
Prize. 

ANSWER: Wole _SOYINKA_ 

5. This long, narrow country has the same name as the river that 
splits it in half. The capital at the mouth of the river is Banjul. 
Except for the coastline, the country is entirely surrounded by 
Senegal. For ten points, name this, the smallest country in Africa. 

ANSWER: The _GAMBIA_ 

6. This book was given its name because it would treat all men as 



fairly as God would treat them at the Last Judgement. For a quick ten 
points, identify this land survey commissioned for tax-collecting 
purposes in 1086 by William I. 

ANSWER: The _DOMESDAY BOOK_ 

7. In the presence of bromine and carbon tetrachloride, it becomes a 
vic-dibromide. They can be syn-hydroxylated by the addition of cold 
potassium permanganate and can be cleaved to form carboxylic acids by 
the addition of hot potassium permanganate. FTP, give the general 
name for this hydrocarbon group, which possess a double bond. 

ANSWER: _ALKENE_ 

8. He was born in Saginaw, Michigan, but later moved to Detroit and 
signed with Motown Records in 1961. His hits have included "You are 
the sunshine of my life", "Superstition", and "I Just Called to Say I 
Love You". FTP, name this musician who has been blind since birth. 

ANSWER: Stevie _WONDER_ 

9. Two answers required. One is a soft-spoken bishop of the Salesian 
order in a predominantly Roman Catholic region who worked in rice 
fields and tended water buffalo as a boy. The other has been in exile 
for 21 of his 46 years and is the son of a Portugeuse who was deported 
after rebelling against Antonio Salazar. For ten points, name these 
two recent Nobel Peace Prize laureates who have campaigned against 
Indonesia's treatment of East Timor. 

ANSWER: Carlos Filipe Ximenes _BELO_ and Jose _RAMOS-HORTA_ 

10. Two answers required. For ten points, name the two Major League 
Baseball teams whose home stadiums are on islands. 

ANSWER: New York _METS_ and Montreal _EXPOS_ (prompt on city names) 

11. He received an honoray doctorate from the University of Vienna in 
1891, becoming the first musician so honored. In 1868, he succeeded 
his teacher Sechter at the Vienna conservatory. He d~dicated his 
third symphony to Wagner. FTP, name this composer whose works are 
usually compared to Mahler and wrote a zeroth symphony. 

ANSWER: Anton _BRUCKNER_ 

12. Except for Oxygen, they are all solids. Sulfur and Oxygen are 
classified as nonmetals, whereas Selenium and Tellurium have some 
metallic properties. When combined with Hydrogen, all compounds save 
for water are gases at room temperature. FTP, name this family. 

ANSWER: _CHALCOGENS_ 

13. They can have up to six blades, but the traditional design of 



two blades joining at a 100 degree angle is still the most prevalent. 
They are used in competitions with names like Fast-Catch and 
Maximum-Time-Aloft, as well as in the William Tell Stunt, in which the 
wielder knocks an apple off his own head. FTP, name ihis sporting 
implement once used as a hunting tool in the wilds of Australia. 

ANSWER: _BOOMERANG_ 

14. It's the largest state east of the Mississippi River, and has 
produced exactly one president and one World Series Champion. Cotton 
and textile production is still one of its major industries, although 
for one fortnight this year, tourism probably brought in the most money. 
FTP, name state home to Fort Benning. 

ANSWER: _GEORGIA_ 

15. He is buried in the National Cathedral in Washington D.C., and his 
tomb has three seals on it: that of the United States, the state of 
New Jersey, and of Princeton University. FTP, name this esteemed 
Hopkins graduate and the only president to be buried in our nation's 
capital. 

ANSWER: Woodrow _WILSON_ 

16. FAQTP, name the fixed cost of the following situation. Toss-Up 
Health Club has a $800 nonrefundable initiation fee, a ,$90 monthly 
fee, and a $4 cost per use of the tennis courts. 

ANSWER: _$90_ or _MONTHLY FEE_ 

17. This novel reaches its climax after Myrtle Wilson runs into the 
highway where she is killed by Daisy Buchanan's car. Tom Buchanan 
blames the title character for the death, and he is shot by Mr. Wilson. 
The resulting futility and despair is reported by narrator Nick Carraway. 
Name this 1925 novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald. 

ANSWER: _THE GREAT GATSBY_ 

18. He was killed by Scyros, who threw him off a cliff. He killed Sinis, 
the Cromyonian sow, Sciron, and Procrustes. By an Amazon queen, he had 
a son, Hippolytus, beloved of his wife Phaedra. FTP, name this Athenian 
hero, who killed the Minotaur. 

ANSWER: _THESEUS_ 

19. The Stage Manager, a garrulous Yankee, sits at the side of the bare 
stage, talking intimately to the audience as the play unfolds. Act I is 
entitled "Daily Life," act II "Love and Marriage", and act III "Death." 
Set in Grover's Corners, New Hampshire, it won the 1938 Pulitzer Prize for 
Thornton Wilder. Name this play. 

ANSWER: _OUR TOWN_ 

20. His father was the American Ambassador to Britain during the early 



part of the Franklin Roosevelt Administration and later became one of the 
most ardent supporters of the America First isolationist movement. 
Ironically, the son served his country in WWII and became a sort of hero, 
but he said it was entirely involuntary, pleading, "They sank my boat." 
FTP, name this 35th U.S. President. 

ANSWER: John F. _KENNEDY_ 

21. Based on "The Most Precious Gift," this populist-fantasy has the 
theme, "No man is a failure who has friends." Clarence the Angel tries to 
earn his wings by saving the life of George Bailey, who,cannot see the good 
he has caused. This was the first post-war film for both Frank Capra and 
Jimmy Stewart. FTP, name this Christmas-time classic. 

ANSWER: _IT'S A WONDERFUL LlFE_ 

22. His father worked on the design of the palace of Versailles, and he 
studied that design as well as Pope Sixtus V's replanning of the city of 
Rome. He left France in 1777 and served on a corps of army engineers 
during the American Revolution. In 1791, George Washington personally 
approached him about preparing the design for a new capital city. Name 
this French architect responsible for the design of Washington, D.C. 

ANSWER: Pierre _L'ENFANT_ 

23. Sheltered, petted, and expected to behave like an amiable nitwit 
by her husband, Nora Helmer has committed forgery to get money to save 
her husband's life. Though she has repaid the debt, her husband finds out 
about the act, and his ensuing behavior makes Nora realize how she has 
been treated, and she subsequently leaves him. FTP, name this play 
written by Henrik Ibsen. 

ANSWER: _A DOLL'S HOUSE_ 

24. Although he was trained as a draper and haberdasher, this 
Dutchman's preferred activity was grinding lenses and making 
microscopes. He studied the structure of the optic lens, striations in 
muscles, and the mouth parts of insects, but is most famous for his 
observations of "animalcules." FTP, name this man whose discovery of 
microorganisms helped disprove the concept of spontaneous generation. 

ANSWER: Anton van _LEEUWENHOEK_ 

25. He served as Speaker of the House from 1869 to 1875 and led the 
"Half-Breed" faction of the Republican party. He served as Secretary of 
State under two presidents but resigned both times. He was expected to 
win the presidential election in 1884 but was narrowly defeated by Grover 
Cleveland. FTP, name this political figure who was known as "The Plumed 
Knight" by some and "The Continental Liar from the State of Maine" by 
others. 

ANSWER: James G. _BLAINE_ 

26. Paper and pencil may be needed for this calculation. Hugh, 



Martin, Paul, and Jason are to be seated in four chairs along one side 
of a table. FTP, in how many different ways can the four people be 
seated in the four chairs? 



ROUNDS 
T echnophobia 1 
Caltech Apathetic packet 

Bonuses 

1. Let's test your knowledge of those Hungarian chess wonders, the 
Polgar sisters. 

a) She's the youngest and most highly ranked sister. She briefly held 
the record for youngest Grandmaster, beating Bobby Fischer by 6 
months. For ten points, name this first woman to be a fixture in the 
World's top ten. 

ANSWER: _JUDIT _ Polgar [accept Judith] 

b) She's the oldest of the and 2nd ranked of the 3. As of January, she 
was 168th overall. It was good enough to beat Xie Jun earlier this 
year, though. For ten points, name the women's world 9hampion. 

ANSWER: _ZSUZSA_ Polgar [accept Susan] 

c) She's only ranked 426th overall, but that's good enough to be the 
6th ranked woman in the world. For ten points, name the middle Polgar 
daughter. 

ANSWER: _ZSOFIA_ Polgar 

2. By now most people should know that the movie version of Evita 
stars Madonna, Antonio Banderas, and Jonathan Pryce. But, for ten 
points each, can you name the actors who originated their roles on 
Broadway? 

a) The mother on the ABC series "Life Goes On", she is still primarily 
a stage actress, most recently in the news for being replaced by Glenn 
Close after originating the role of Norma Desmond in Andrew Lloyd 
Webber's "Sunset Boulevard" 

ANSWER: Patti _LU PONE_ 

b) Though he's released 4 solo albums and done numerous concert tours, 
this actor is best known for his roles in "The Princess Bride" and 
"Chicago Hope", for which he won the Best Actor Emmy. 

ANSWER: Mandy _PATINKIN_ 

. 
c) Juan Peron was originally played by this man, also known for 
villano us roles in "Demolition Man", "Broken Arrow", "Ace Ventura: 
When Nature Calls", and as the Warden in "The Shawshank Redemption" 

ANSWER: Robert Patrick (Bob) _GUNTON_ 

3. Answer these questions about classical (Pavlovian) conditioning, 



for ten points each. 

a) This is the decline of a conditional response in the absence of an 
unconditional stimulus. 

ANSWER: _EXTINCT ION_ 

b) This is the reappearance of a conditioned response after 
exctinction and a rest pause. 

ANSWER: _SPONTANEOUS RECOVERY_ 

c) This is the tendency to respond to stimuli similar to the 
conditioned response. 

ANSWER: _GENERALIZATION_ 

4. Identify the author on a 30-20-10 basis. 

30) He was born in 1799 and his literary career began with his epistle "To 
my friend, the Poet." 

20) This Russian was killed in a 1837 in an attempt to defend his wife's 
honor. 

10) He is considered the father of Russian literature, and his works 
include Boris Gudonov and Eugene Onegin. 

ANSWER: Alexander _PUSHKIN 

5. Name each of the following National Weather Service warnings FTP each. 

a) An atmospheric circulation of one-minute sustained surface winds 
within a range of 34-63 knots. 

ANSWER: _TROPICAL STORM_ 

b) An atmospheric circulation of winds rotating counterclockwise in the 
northern hemisphere and clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere. 

ANSWER: _CYCLONE_ 

c) A severe cyclone originating over tropical ocean waters and having 
one-minute sustained surface winds of 64 knots or higher. 

ANSWER: _HURRICANE_ or _TYPHOON_ 

6. Answer these questions about the Federal Aviation Agency, for the 
stated number of points. 

a) For 10 points, name the head of the agency who recently stepped 
down after a string of crashes that raised embarrassing questions 
about the agency. 



ANSWER: David R. _HINSON_ 

b) For five points each, name the federal department which the FAA 
is under, and the head of that department. 

ANSWER: Department of _TRANSPORTATION_ 
Frederico F. _PENA_ 

c) For five points each, name the type of plane that crashed in the 
Everglades and the airline that both Pena and Hinson insisted were 
safe, but turned around and grounded a month later. 

ANSWER: _DC-9 _ 
_ VALUJET_ 

7. Answer these questions about the Old Kingdom of Egypt for 10 points 
each. • 

a) This third dynasty Pharaoh ordered the construction of the protypical 
pyramid, the Step Pyramid and Sakkara. 

b) This architect of the Step Pyramid was revered as a god by later 
generations. 

ANSWER: _IMHOTEP _ 

c) Several centuries later, this Pharoah built the first Great Pyramid at 
Giza. 

8. 30-20-10; name the historical figure. 

30) He fought in the War of 1812, in which he personally fought 
the battles of Chippewa and Lundy's Lane. During the war, he attained the 
rank of major general. 

20) He lost the Presidential election of 1852, running as a Whig, 
due in part to his party's division over the question of slavery. 

10) He was commanding general of the U.S. Army from 1841-61 and was 
nicknamed "old fuss and feathers." 

ANSWER: Winfield _SCOTT_ 

9. Yes! It's an "Ace of Base" question!. FTP apiece, give the first 
names of any three members of this "Swedish Sensation". 

10. We all know that Texas has flown under the most international flags, 
six to be exact. Well, answer these questions about another state, which 



has flown under half as many flags. 

a) First, for ten points, name this only one of the 13 original colonies to 
have been ruled by three different nations. 

ANSWER: _DELAWARE_ 

b) Secondly, for five points each, and five more for all correct, name the 
three nations that ruled Delaware. 

ANSWER: _HOLLAND_ or _NETHERLANDS _ 
_ SWEDEN _ 
_ UNITED KINGDOM_ or _ENGLAND_ or _BRITAIN_ 

11. Name this famous 17th century figure on a 30-20-10 basis 

30) His Provincial Letters, written in 1656-7, was an organized critique of 
what he considered Jesuit distortion of Christian teachings. 

20) His Pensees (Pahn-saze) (or Thoughts), was published posthumously 
and included reflections on humankind and religion. 

10) This French mathematician and physical scientist is best known 
for his "wager" which said that believing in God was, -rationally speaking, 
the correct thing to do; and for a programming language named for him 

ANSWER: Blaise _PASCAL_ 

12. President Clinton recently named a new chief of staff, his third 
chief of staff during his term in office. For ten points each, name 
his three chiefs of staff. The first was a childhood friend, the 
second was a former California Congressman, and the most recent is a 
North Carolina multimillionare investment banker. 

ANSWER: Thomas F. (Mack) _MCLARTY_ 
Leon E. _PANETTA_ 
Erskine Boyce _BOWLES_ 

13. Identify the philosopher to whom each of the following quotes is 
attributed for 10 points each. 

a) This Greek said "The life which is unexamined is not worth living." 

ANSWER: _SOCRATES_ 

b) This French thinker said "If God did not exist, it would be necessary to 
invent Him." 

ANSWER: _VOLTAIRE_ or _FRANCOIS-MARIE AROUET_ 

c) This German said "Happiness is not an ideal of reason but of imagination." 

ANSWER: Immanuel _KANT_ 



14. We all know a lot about food, but how much do you know about the 
organ that digests what you eat. Answer these questions about the 
stomach for the stated number of points. 

a) First, for ten points, name the folds in the interior of the stomach. 

ANSWER: _RUGAE_ 

b) Secondly, for ten points, what is the only digestive .enzyme of 
significance that is secreted by the stomach which cleaves food proteins. 

c) Finally, for five points each, name the two valves of the stomach, one · 
leading into the stomach, and one leading out of the stomach. 

ANSWER: _CARDIAC_ and _PYLORIC_ sphincters 

15. 30-20-10. Name the American novel from characters. 

30) Dilsey and Luster 

20) Benjy and Uncle Maury 

10) Jason and Caddy Compson 

ANSWER: _THE SOUND AND THE FURY_ 

16. In recent years, it seems that every time you turn around, 
someone's remains are being unearthed for scientific purposes. 
Identify the following for ten points each. 

a) In 1991, the remains of this former Unites States President were 
extracted from his gravesite in order to determine whether he had 
actually died from poison. 

ANSWER: Zachary _ T AYLOR_ 

b) In late 1995, President Gonzalo Sanchez de Lozada of which South 
American nation announced plans to exhume the remains of slain 
revolutionary Ernesto "Che" Guevarra? 

ANSWER: _BOLlVIA_ 

c) Finally, scientists unearthed this American explorer's corpse 
earlier this year to investigate his mysterious 1809 shooting death. 

ANSWER: Meriwether _LEWIS_ 

17. Identify these Pre-Columbian civilizations for 10 points each. 

a) Based at the city of Tollan, this warrior culture ruled central Mexico 
between 900 and 1200 AD. 



ANSWER: _ TOl TEC_ 

b) The primary artifacts of this mysterious culture are a series of 
enormous figures and designs drawn on the coastal plain of southern Peru. 

ANSWER: _NAZCA_ 

c) A 100 foot high pyramid at la Venta and giant stone heads are among 
the legacies of this first great civilization of Middle America, existing 
earlier than 1000 BC. 

ANSWER: _OlMEC_ 

18. Taiwan and China have never had especially rosy relations which has 
led to tensions between China and the U.S. However, in mid-1995, these 
tensions were increased by what was percieved by act jon of the United 
States. For fifteen points apiece: 

a) Name the Taiwanese president who requested and was granted a visa 
by the United States, thus angering the Chinese. 

ANSWER: _lEE_ T eng-hui 

b) lee Teng-hui needed the visa in order to speak at what New York 
school, his alma mater? 

ANSWER: _CORNEll_ University 

19. Identify these musical terms borrowed from the Italian language for 
10 points each. 

a) Meaning "baeutiful singing", it connoted a fine voice capable of the 
best operatic parts. 

ANSWER: _BEL CANTO_ 

b) This term refers to a rapid fluctuation in intensity, as when a stringed 
instrument is made to alternate between two notes as fast as possible . 

• 
ANSWER: _TREMOlO_ 

c) Mening "tail", it is a section of a musical movement added on at the end 
of the piece. 

20. Sir Walter Scott sure wrote a lot of stuff. Answer some questions about 
his stuff for the stated number of points. 

a) For 5 points, the old T olbooth prison in Edinburgh is the heart of what? 

ANSWER: _MIDLOTHIAN_ 

b) For ten points, Guy Mannering, The Antiquary, Old Mortality, The 



Heart of Midlothian, Black Dwarf, Rob Roy, and The Bride of Lammermoor 
were all part of what series of books? 

ANSWER: The _WAVERLEY_ novels 

c) For 5 points, who is the heroine of Ivanhoe? 

ANSWER: _ROWENA_ 

d) For a final 10 points, Rob Roy was a Scottish outlaw and a 
member of what group of Scottish rebels? 

ANSWER: _JACOBITES_ 

21. Identify these elements from atomic symbols for 10 points each. 

a) "Tm" 

ANSWER: _ THULlUM_ 

b) "Lr" 

ANSWER: _LAWRENCIUM_ 

c) "PrO 

ANSWER: _PRASEODYMIUM_ 

22. Answer these questions about the Titanic for the stated number of 
points. 

a) For 10: The Titanic sank on April 15 of what year? 

ANSWER: _1912_ 

b) For 10: What was the name of the ship that responded to the Titantic's 
distress call and saved 705 passengers? 

ANSWER: _Carpathia_ 

c) For 5 each: Name the two men who led the team that located the wreck 
in 1985, one French, one American? 

ANSWER: Jean-Loius _Michel_ and Robert _Ballard_ 

23. Name the American dramatist from his plays, 30~20-1 o. 

30) "Lord Chumley" and "The Heart of Maryland" 

20) "Zaza" and "Madame Butterfly" 

10) "The Girl of the Golden West" 

ANSWER: David _BELASCO_ 



24. I will tell you a couple of Academy Award winners from a year; you 
tell me the year, on a 1S-S basis. 

a) 1S: Michael Douglas won the Best Actor Award for Wall Street. 
S: The Last Emperor wins Best Picture. 

ANSWER: 1987_ 

b) 1S: Marisa Tomei wins the Best Supporting Actress Award. 
S: Clint Eastwood and Gene Hackman win Awards for Unforgiven. 

ANSWER: 1992_ 

2S. Since there are only nine Supreme Court justices, it's surprising that 
four of them received their undergraduate degrees from Stanford. FTP 
apiece, name any three of the four, three appointed by Reagan and one 
appointed by Clinton. 

ANSWER: Anthony M. _KENNEDY_ 
Sandra Day _O'CONNOR_ 
William H. _REHNQUIST_ 
Stephen _BREYER_ 




